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The proposal for a moratorium was opposed by Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile and by other countries which had made sacrifices in order to
maintain their foreign debt services. Mr. Hull took a conciliatory
line 011 the matter—partly, perhaps, because he realized that the
Mexican delegation were unlikely to receive the necessary amount of
support, partly because the official attitude of the Administration
at Washington was that it was not interested in the question of a
moratorium, since it was private investors in the United States and
not the Government who were the creditors of Latin-American
countries. In the end it was decided that the Mexican plan should not
be examined by the Conference but should be referred to the third
Pan-American Financial Conference which was to be convoked at
Santiago as soon as possible. The proposal that a Financial Conference
should be held at an early date came from the United States delega-
tion, while the Argentinian delegation suggested that, in view of the
urgent importance of economic questions and of the limited amount
of time which the Seventh Pan-American Conference would be able
to devote to them, a special inter-American Commercial Conference
should also be convened. The natural result of the adoption of these
two proposals by the Conference was that most of the economic and
financial projects submitted to it were referred either to the Third
Pan-American Financial Conference or to the Commercial Conference
which, it was agreed, was to be convened at Buenos Aires immediately
after the close of the Financial Conference.1 Thus the Financial
Conference was asked to give further consideration to proposals which
were made at Montevideo for the creation of an inter-American
organization for economic and financial co-operation,2 and it was also
invited to discuss provisional recommendations which were made by
the Economic Committees of the Pan-American Conference on such
matters as the stabilization of currencies, commercial arbitration,
the promotion of tourist traffic, the protection of patents and the
preparation of projects relating to the unification of customs proce-
dure and port formalities and to laws of exchange. The questions
which were referred to the Commercial Conference at Buenos Aires
1	The intention was that the Financial Conference should be held in April
or May 1934, but in the early spring of 1934 the Chilean Government, which
was to be responsible for convening the Conference, suggested that it would be
better to postpone the meeting until October in the hope that by that time
currencies would be more stable. In April, the Argentinian Government were
said to be considering the desirability of summoning the Commercial Confer-
ence at an early date, without waiting for the Financial Conference.
2	It was suggested that this organization should be composed of a Board of
Directors, a consulting Economic Commission, and an inter-American Bank
which would exercise the functions of a Central Bank,

